
Active Playground 
Games 
With social distancing



For your information
• These 10 activities are designed to incorporate social distancing using little or no equipment. 

• They are great for playtime activities or even as a warm up or end of session games in PE

• You will need to ensure you have plenty of space available and children have been reminded of keeping their 
distance, washing hands before and after and not touching faces etc.

• You can incorporate celebrations and congratulations through techniques such as Mexican Wave or Wi Five 
(contactless high 5/in the air high 5)

• Some of the games can be made easier and harder to suit different year groups and some games develop cognitive 
and social skills alongside the physical. 

• School policies, risk assessments and government guidelines should be adhered to at all times. 
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Zoo Keeper 
Form a circle and stand 2m away from each other.
Select one player to be the zookeeper, who will stand in the middle of the circle. 
The zookeeper will close his or her eyes and instruct other players how to move around 
the circle (skip, run, jump, etc.). Make sure to keep your distance. 
When the zookeeper is ready, he or she says, “freeze,” points to someone, and shouts out 
an animal. 
If you are chosen, you have to make the sound of an animal that the zookeeper says. 
The zookeeper has three chances to guess who made the sound. 
The player who made the animal sound switches places with the zookeeper.



Tight Rope 
Players line up and stand 2m away from each other. 

Players imagine they are in the circus on the high wire (line markers/painted lines on 
playground/tape)

Players’ feet must stay on the tightrope and follow the leader’s directions. E.g. Walk, Hop on two 
feet, Balance on one foot, move forwards and backwards. 
Players must pay attention to the person in front of them so they are not too close to each 
other.

If a player steps off the high wire, he or she does five star jumps, then rejoins the game – move 
to the back of the line. 



Lion’s Den  
Players line up standing  2m away from each other.  Players are the hunters, and the leader is 
the lion. 

When the lion is in its den, it goes to sleep. Hunters must silently tip-toe to try and make it 
past the den. 

If the lion hears any noise, it will wake up and roar! The hunters must freeze. If a hunter is 
caught moving by the lion, he or she must return to the starting line or do an exercise and 
rejoin the game. 

The hunter that makes it past the den first becomes the new lion.

Add in different ways of travelling to the lion’s den and different poses when freeze e.g. balance 
on one leg. 



Human Bop It 
Spread out in the space – staying 2m apart. 

This is based on the toy that has the twist/pull/turn/bop buttons, on which the children must complete ever 
more complicated patterns.

To start, create some easy word/movement associations, and practice. For example, when you say “Bop it,” you 
must touch the floor with 2 hands. When you say “Jump it,” you must jump up in the air. When you say “Punch 
it,” punch 4 times in quick succession in front of them. 

You can play this game with eliminations or not – add in a forfeit e.g. silly dance/star jumps if get it wrong. 

Give the children a pattern (i.e. Bop it, Bop it, Jump it, Punch it), and see who can do it. Add movements, and 
ever increasing difficulty levels, to keep them moving. 

Have the children make up their own “Bop Its,” and try and teach the group 



Explorers
Players spread out 2m from each other. The leader will place a cone in front of each player.
Players will do a lot of moving but will not move from their cone.
Players are going to explore a special place! Leaders choose a forest, desert, or another place to explore. 
Players listen for directions as they go on this adventure!
Coaches create a story with animals, objects, and movements that are in specific environments. For example, 
"Use your arms to swim in the river to see the fishes,” or, “I see a frog in the forest. Can you hop like a 
frog?” 
Pick animals where players use their arms only or their legs only. Pick animals where players have to use 
their arms and legs.
Allow players to help you lead the game.
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Shadow Tag
Reminding children about staying 2m apart..

Move around the space in a specified way – skip, hop, run etc.

1 or two people are taggers and need to catch shadows, stand on shadow and shout 
“tagged”. If you are caught stand still - can balance on one foot or create a 
superhero pose. 

To be released, someone needs to do three jumping jacks in front of you (from 2m 
away). You cannot be tagged if you are releasing someone. 

Change over taggers. 



Jedi Mind Trick 
Players form a circle standing 2m from each other. Place a cone in front of each 
player.
The leader will pick the first jedi, who will stand in the middle and tell everyone to 
look down, then to look up.
If you make eye contact with another player when you look up, you must quickly 
switch spots.
The jedi will try to take a player's spot by getting to the empty cone first.
The player left without a spot becomes the next jedi.
Travel in different ways to the next cone, e.g. skip, hop, jump etc. Have two Jedis in 
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Pass the Movement 
Players line up behind the game leader, 2m apart from one another.

Players close their eyes. They can only open their eyes when they hear their name called.

The leader turns around and says the name of the person behind him or her. Once the player's eyes are open, the leader 
silently does a series of three movements that the player will need to memorize. After the leader completes the 
movements, he or she will turn around and face forward.

That player will turn to the person behind him or her and say that person’s name. After the person's eyes are open, 
the first person will silently do the same series of three movements, and then turn and face forward.

Try and pass the motions from beginning to end without making a mistake, or else everyone does 10 jumping jacks!

Add in having to remember more actions to make it harder e.g. 5 or 7. Have teams competing against each other. 



Up, Down, Stomp, Clap
Everyone stands on a cone 2m apart. 

A designated leader gives a series of commands for players to follow. When the leader says:
UP, raise your arms up and jump 

DOWN, lower arms and crouch down 

STOMP – stomp feet twice 

CLAP - clap hands twice 
Increase the difficulty in the next rounds. 

Round 2: UP and DOWN are opposites. Round 3: UP and DOWN and STOMP and CLAP are opposites.

Have the children create their own moves and change the leader after rounds and forfeit for making mistakes 



Zip, Zap, Zoom
Form a circle and stand 6 feet away from each other.

One player starts the game by clap-pointing while saying, "zip," to a player on his 
or her left.

That player will clap-point and say, "zap" to a player on his or her right.

Next, that player will clap-point while saying, "zoom" to someone new. Keep the 
pattern going.

Restart if the wrong command is said or someone claps in the wrong direction, add 
in an action when it goes wrong – star jumps/silly dance. 



Sources

• https://www.asphaltgreen.org/blog/rep-it-out-games-for-social-distancing

• https://www.pegames.org/classroom/human-bop-it

https://www.asphaltgreen.org/blog/rep-it-out-games-for-social-distancing
https://www.pegames.org/classroom/human-bop-it

